
 

     The documentary BULLY is a September, 2015 LVCA dvd donation to the Hugh Stouppe 

Memorial Library of the Heritage United Methodist Church of Ligonier, Pennsylvania. Here is 

Kino Ken’s review of that film. 

 

9 of a possible 20 points                                                                                       ** of a possible ***** 

 

United States   2013   color   98 minutes   live action feature documentary   Sundance Institute 

/ The Weinstein Company / Where We Live Films / Waitt Institute / National Center for 

Learning Disabilities / Einhorn Family / Fledgling Fund    Anchor Bay Entertainment DVD 

Producers: Lee Hirsch, Cynthia Lowen, Sarah Foudy 

 

Key: *indicates outstanding technical achievement or performance 

(j) designates juvenile performer 

Points: 

             Direction: Lee Hirsch   2nd Unit Director: Alicia Dwyer 

1           Editing: Lindsay Utz, Jenny Golden, Greg Aston 

1           Cinematographers: Lee Hirsch, Cole Cassell, Cody Dulock, Jamie Dulock, Joshua Gilbert,   

             Duane Hart, Billy Montross, Andy Owen, Philip Scarborough, Rachel Buchanan 

1           Lighting 

1           Written by: Cynthia Lowen, Lee Hirsch 

             Music Supervisor: Brooke Wentz    

             Music Editor: Michael Furjanic   

0           Music: Ion Furjanic, Bishop Allen, Brian Satz 

2           Interviews (Cast): Ja’Meya Jackson, Kelby Johnson, Lona Johnson, Bob Johnson,  

             Alex Libby, Jackie Libby, Philip Libby, Maya Libby, Jada Libby, Ethan Libby, Logan Libby, 

             Kim Lockwood, David Long, Tina Long, Teryn Long, Troy Long, Devon Matthews, 

             Barbara Primer, Kirk Smalley, Laura Smalley, Trey Wallace, Tyler Lee Long  

             (archival footage), Mercedes Banks, Dean Donehoo, Vicky Reed, Jeff Johnson, 



             Howard Ensley, Derek Parker, Chloe Albright, James Ramsey, Paula Crandall 

1           Sound                                   Sound Designers: Al Nelson and Gary Rydstrom 

             Supervising Sound Editor: Christopher Barnett 

             Sound Effects: Bob Edwards, Pete Horner, Pascal Garneau, Corey Tyler 

             Sound Recordists: Jesse Dwyer, Kabe Cornell, Steven Gottlieb, Damion Haux, 

                                               Tony Villaflor, Drew Oliveras 

             Sound Remixing / Rerecording: Tony Sereno 

1           Creativity 

2           Insightfulness 

9 total points  

 

     Lee Hirsch’s documentary film BULLY focuses on five children who were victimized by 

bullies. Context is provided by brief interviews of classmates, relatives, and school officials. 

Why these children were selected as targets is variable. An unstated, but potential underlying 

reason, is a public perception that each has a non-mainstream sexual orientation. There may 

be other factors involved.  

     Alex in Sioux City, Iowa, is an awkward loner who feels persecuted. He is seen engaging in 

activities which are in themselves pushy, stupid, awkward, or demeaning. He probably 

doesn’t mean to do so, but the boy is so socially awkward he invites shunning. For instance, 

crowding himself onto an occupied seat, an annoying invasion of someone else’s privacy 

zone, is a surefire way to generate hostility. Trying to enter a closed social set at his 

neighborhood bus stop by mutely using one boy as a shield against another only irritates both 

his schoolmates. Parents who don’t vigorously persist in questioning him about hangdog 

behavior only further aggravate his problems. Alex senses a lack of vital interest in his 

marooned social life on their part and responds by drawing further into solitariness. His 

relationship with slightly younger sister Maya is a combative one and a fickleness about girls 

in general closes that exit route to companionship. Meanwhile, a high schooler who rides the 

same school bus perceives the younger boy as a passive Sad Sack. So he grows more actively 

sadistic, spurred on by child spectators who probably think “Better Alex than myself.” Adult 

intervention only occurs after a film camera records undebatable evidence of physical and 

verbal assault.  

     Two ultimate suicides, both named Ty, are presented as object lessons, but left largely 

undefined as personalities. Ty Field-Smally and Tyler Lee Long, died at differing ages. Each 

was fairly slight in build and without a girlfriend. They were philosophically opposed to 

striking back against tormentors, which in their cases represented a fatal flaw. With neither 

Ty alive to view in relation to parents, the question of closeness between father and son or 

mother and son is left to guesswork. Why didn’t these boys confide more in their parents, 



teachers, or preachers? No one interviewed addresses that question even indirectly. 

Apparently essential support systems were either defective or nonexistent. 

     Ja’meya Jackson, a female teenage trailer resident of Yazoo County, Mississippi, is 

presented as another scapegoat of peer browbeating. In what way is she thought to be 

different? Athletic, graded as academically outstanding by teachers, genuinely loved by her 

mother, Ja’meya one day brings a concealed parental gun with her on the school bus and 

takes it out from hiding when taunters bring her to a crucial boiling point. Presumably, the 

same kids had been tormenting their schoolmate day after day prior to this incident. No 

details of a buildup are provided by the documentary, making it problematic to sympathize 

with the adolescent felon when her county’s sheriff makes his case for incarcerating her 

indefinitely. Did continual ragging by fellow students push her into retaliatory crime? Yes, 

bullying was certainly involved, but it was not the sole cause of her overkill response. Once 

again, preliminaries are left unexamined, as if they were nothing more than trivialities. 

     Devon Matthews, a soft-spoken fourteen-year-old loner, might have made an intriguing 

intensive interview and character study. He is momentarily spotlighted as a bully target, 

briefly offered an opportunity to speak, then dismissed with a few seconds of footage 

revealing his kindness to a dog. Physically in the mold of the two Tys, he has more self-

possession and insightfulness. Pity Director Hirsch didn’t offer him more opportunity for 

expression. 

     Oklahoma’s Kelby Johnson is a gender-bending girl who made the gaffe of revealing her 

sexual preference publicly in a small town setting. Predictable reactions of withdrawal and 

shunning followed, leaving her with only a small clique of fellow outcasts for reinforcement. 

By unorthodox assertiveness she hoped to change attitudes. Kelby’s brash defiance of social 

conventions communicated itself instead as a threat to the majority and its beliefs. By coming 

across as arrogant, pugnacious, and self-righteous, this rebel torpedoed her own flagship. 

     Across the U.S. and around the world, oppression of the weak minority by a stronger 

majority is practiced, condoned, and often even praised. When seen on school bus, 

playground, or fraternity house, the label of bullying is applied and a negative connotation 

automatically appended. Until such blatant hypocrisy is widely recognized and disavowed as 

acceptable adult conduct, nothing is likely to change in the more limited world of childhood. 

Lord Acton’s maxim about the enticements of power is still valid today. 

     Technically, the movie stays safely in the range of acceptable proficiency. Photography is 

ragged when shooting “on the fly” and conventional otherwise. Sound recording leaves much 

to be desired in clarity. Captions compensate adequately. Lighting is tolerably lucid, with no 

severe definition problems except due to the jiggly camerawork from within Alex’s school 

bus. Connections between locations and inhabitants are never highlighted. Do the former 

impact the latter? If so, how? 



     What holds moviegoer attention are the predicaments observed themselves and the self-

exonerating attitudes and statements of school officials. It is they who are presented as 

villains by BULLY. Thugs flourish through their tolerance and inaction. These passive 

behaviors stem from allegiance to contemporary political correctness, which decrees zero 

active intervention in student relationships with peers unless actual violence is witnessed. At 

that point, even under the most optimistic outcome only damage control can be achieved. All 

too often, the end result is less upbeat, as one or more fatalities occur. 

     Bonus features included on the Anchor Bay Entertainment dvd are listed below, along with 

their approximate running times. 

1. The Bully Project At Work Featurette: 7 minutes 

2. Communities in Motion: 8 minutes 

3. Six Deleted Scenes: total of 12 minutes 

a. Alex Singing at Home (regrettable imposition on viewers) 

b. Popularity Scale (equates likes with true friendship) 

c. Kelby’s Last Day At School (predictable filler) 

d. A Day Without Bullies (problem solved: change schools) 

e. Caine’s Story  

f. Jake Stands Up (no context provided, so little impact) 

4. Alex After BULLY (which is also Alex in different school and social settings as a recognized 

film star): 5 minutes 

5. Alex’s Character Sketch (no Academy Award™ for this performance): 2 minutes 

6. Alex Raps (sonically impaired and musically uninspired): 3 minutes 

7. Kelby’s Original Sketch (more timewasting filler): 2 minutes 

8. Meryl Streep On Bullying (equal opportunity for celebrity filler): 2 minutes 

9. Sioux City After BULLY (at last, a meaningful addition except the proper title should be 

Sioux City Before BULLY if you accept the School Superintendent’s overview as factual):  

6 minutes   

10. Good Morning, America Interviews with BULLY cast: 8 minutes 

11. Kevin Jennings: An Advocate’s Perspective (compact and informative): 3 minutes 

12. We Are Daniel Cui (inspiring): 4 minutes 

13. Promotion for the accompanying book titled BULLY 

     BULLY is strictly adult viewing. Language and persecution are heard and shown in raw 

form. Enlightening and terrifying.                    


